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Let L be an abstract point set and F a &US of real-v&ted functions 
en L. If the class 9 has a certain property, then it is pos$ble to define 
r .: convergence on L and two topologies closely connected with this con- 
vergence such that each functionfe 9 is ~ontmuous. 
We defii;le the class c3: go have property is) provided that if xp # x2 
then there Is f~ 9 such ihat f[x,) # f(x2). Suppose IF has eroperty 
(S) and define 
iim x, = x in L whenever lim fbx,) = f(x) for each f E fi, i-1 j
It is easy to see that the basic axioms of convergence - includmg the 
axiom of ?.he star convergence - are fulfilled. In such a way we have a 
convergence [ 61 space (L, X9 ), where ths closure X9 or simply X is de- 
fined in a well-known manner 
XA = {x E L; there exists U x, C A such that fix) = lim f(x,) for eat?\ 
The same closure can be defined also tcL~ neighborhoods as follows: 
A set v is a neighborhood of a pointox C 6( provided that the follow- 
ing implica?ion is true 
~mx,~Xg*X, f: V for nearly 
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J&mote Sk the systerr of all A-closed sets, i.e. sets F c L such *that 
XF = F’. The follcking are the properties of & 
LE sx 
WIQ;l=+FE& 
It follows that we have a T1 topology k for L such that 
%A = 8i (2) 
and b’r a” k, i.e. XA f k-4 for each A C L. From (2) it fo lows that each 
A-close L! subset in (L, A> is kosed. ? onsequently (L,X) is a sequential 
space in the sense 2f Fran,Uin [2] . 
Since each function f~ 9 is continuous on (L, X) we have 9 c &, , 
f?, being the class of at3 continuous functions on (L, h). Define another 
topology x by means SJf the class eA as follows 
XA = {x ti L; if/E C, then there is a set u Xn c A such that 
Since Y C 42 ),, G?& has property (S). It follows thatx is a completely 
regular topology such that 
% = e’I 
ald kA c ‘);A fcbr each subset A C L. Hence 
X-Q kx, gA= 0x3 Bxand C$,= C?x= e, (cf.[l]). 
Exanzpk Z , Let X be a non void set ant; 2x the system of all subsets 
of X. Let c9 be the glass of all bounded mea:;ures on the set ring 2x, 
i.e, non-negii?ive sigma additive bounded set functions on 2”. It can be 
proved that 
k&4,) = &l) for each p E :1: iff 
J. Niw&~ Topo s de,fZrted bya dizss ofmul-vulued @ncdons ,249 
This is the well nown set convergence. It is .easy to prove 
S). Hence we have a convergence space (
x,k) and a completely reguk space (2*,X) the elements 
ow consider a special case when X = R is the real line. We are inter- 
ested in subspaces (8,X) of (2R ,A), (%,k).of (2R ,k) and (X9$) daf ’ 
(2R ,I) where % denotes the system of all linear Bore1 sets. There are 
some interesting prop+ies of topological spaces (3,x> and (8 J): . 
1) Both spaces (8: h) and ( 58 ,A) are separable. ‘rhe system 6 (of all c 
finite disjoint unions of half open intervals with rational endpoints is 
countable and such that 
2) The subspace consisting of degenerate intervAs [x,x] is discrete 
and if we add the set 0, then we have a one-point-compacti!+kation in 
% . Consequent y the character ~(0) = 2’0 in this corn ?actification. 
3) From 1) and 2) it can be deduced that each linear Bsrel set 
B E 8 has character x(B) = 2”o in (55,x). 
4) The subspace of (!$$,A) consisting of non-empty intervals of all 
four kinds including the degenerate intervals (singletons) is a co.mpletely 
regular but not- normal space. 
5) There is a Frechet (i.e. topological convergence) subspace 8 of 
(%,i) such that the topological product 5 X $J fails to be Fr&chet. 
6) Each Bcrel set B E QJ - h Q is a side element of a sequence of 
Bore1 sets B, E @. 
7) The subspace $J of (83 ,i) consisting of all fingte subsets of W is a 
Frkhet space and a convergence group. The character of each element 
of 3 is 2*o [6] j 
Some questions are open. For example: Under which conditions 
i = x? Or if k # x what are the characters of Bore1 sets In (8,x)? 
Example 2. Let L be the Euclidean plane E. Let M be a non-void sub- 
set of real numbers. Let 9” be the class of a21 real-valued functions 
f(x, y), (x, v) E E, which are continuous in the directions of straight 
lines y = px, p E A4 and in the vertical directions as well. For example, 
if M is a finite set consisting of real numbers pi, i = 1,2, -.., k, where 
p1 = 0, then the function 
f(x $;)=x(Xk’l +@+I)-1 ii (y-pi;e),f(O,O)=O 
9 
i=l 
belongs to the class QO 
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Now, let FM be given, Since each continuous function f(x, y) on E 
belongs to 9”,, the class FM has property (g). By (I) we have topolo&- 
ical spaces (E, X) and (E&f. It can be proved that the F oint (0,O) and 
the Lcioqed set of all points_ (r, , P )where r rn+is th 3 W*of all ration- 
&, cannct be separated by X-spen sets. Conse$$ently, (E, X) is not Leg- 
ular. Further it can be proved that the camp ly regk lar space (8, h) 
is not normal. Evidently A4 c MO, M # Ma implies thai i\ < i\,. k # k0 
and x < x0, x # x0. Here wp: have infinikiy many corn pietely regular 
spaces which. are not normal. 
Questions. What are necessary and sufficient conditions (for 9) such 
that (E,x) is a normal space? Under what conditifxxx is the usual 
topology for the Eticlidean plax E? 
Remarks. in the case when M = (01 the functions 
f(GY) = - 
(x -x(j) (Y -Y*) 
b-x,)* +aIy-Y())* 
9 fcq) 9Y*) = 0 
were studied by Hahn [ 31 and called partially continuous functions; 
the topologies k and x defined by CJ 1~1 were investigated in [ 51. The 
continuity off(x,J,) along a curve was studied in [7]. 
Following are ahe schematic figures of neighborhoods of a point 
i_u, y) c ,!Y in the case when A4 = (0, 1, -1). 
A-neighborhood k-neig hborhood 
Fi& I. . 
%neigl rborhood 
x, = x0 in P l:lhenever each w-neighborho& of x0 
coMains x, ior nearly all rt. 
1 
(3 
Denote C! ,,, class of df w-continuous functions cm P. Let c$, have 
property (S>. 
There are interesting relations between topologies w,&,,,x,,,, h eE, 
x,W .Wehavek~andkwwhtiebothczuesX,<wandw<X, 
may occur [k-j . 
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